
Carpenter Nature Center 
We enjoyed beautiful weather for our field trip to the nature center 
on Tuesday. The kids loved the pollination game that we played, as 

well as seeing real pollinators in action during the nature hike. I 
think that they really learned a lot about nectar, pollen, flowers, and 

insects!  
Remember, Carpenter Nature Center is a free nature center, and it is 

open about 363 days a year! So, if you can’t decide what to do on a 
beautiful spring day, why not go take a hike at the Nature Center? 

What a fun week! There are 
so many exciting things  
happening in our classroom 
these day! 
 
Concepts:  Dinosaurs 
 
Books: James and the Giant 
Peach, the Sun, Dinosaurs, 
The Story of the Dinosaurs, 
Dinosaurs Galore, Can I have 
a Stegosaurus Mom?,  
Dinosaur Dictionary, If the 
Dinosaurs Came Back.  
 
Songs:  Dinosaur Stomp, I 
am a Paleontologist. 
 
Projects in Class: Making a 
dinosaur book, writing  
facts about dinosaurs,  
gluing dinosaur bones into 
the correct places, producing 
a work of art just like Bernard 
Most in his book If the  
Dinosaurs Came Back!,  
writing about mothers,  
writing opinion pieces about 
pets. 
 
Other Activities:   
Practicing our high  
frequency words, learning the 
words “saw” and “they”,  
learning the difference  
between facts and opinions, 
spelling many three and four 
letter words, writing many 
sentences with capitol letters 
at the beginning, lower case 
letters in the middle, spaces  
between words, and periods 
at the end. 
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No Flip Flops Allowed 
We have found that flip flops are responsible for many  

injuries during gym class and recess—in order to minimize 
visits to the nurse’s office, our school follows a “no flip 

flops” policy. If your child wears flip flops to school, s/he 
MUST bring shoes to wear during physical education,  

music, and recess. Otherwise, s/he will have to spend recess 
standing against the wall. 

Thanks for your help with this! 

Field Trip Permission Forms 
If you have not returned your child’s permission slip for the 

big field trip in two weeks, please do so (with the $12.00 
fee) ASAP. Thanks! 

Also, remember that volunteers are needed, but volunteers 
must sign up now, pay the $12 fee, and plan to ride the bus 

with us.  

New Arrivals! 
All five of our butterflies emerged from their Chrysalis’ this 

week! The kids were so excited on Wednesday, when we  
actually got to see three of them wiggle out! 


